
Elegance meets natural beauty
Sideboard just cube bold incl. natural stone cover panel

The art of the fugue. Lines have never been more beautiful. 
A piece of furniture with expressive, horizontal joints. This creates a refined interplay of joints 
in every sideboard – whether large or small, high or low – that skilfully divides the fronts and 
continues over the sides. The slightly recessed high-quality natural stone cover shelf tropical 
storm sanded with its expressive, diagonally running structures, is framed by finely crafted 
fronts and sides. 
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just cube bold
DESIGN

Werner Aisslinger

SCOPE OF SUPPLY
 Complete set price – 5.990 € 
 Width 240 cm | Height 87 cm | Depth 50 cm 
    Available in all matt lacquers (carcase | joint profiles) including  

natural stone cover panel tropical storm sanded, split in the middle.



just cube bold
DESIGN

Werner Aisslinger

M10 bronze metallic

M09 gold metallic

M11 silver-grey metallic

M13 aluminium metallic

Matt lacquer metallicMatt lacquer

M03 snow-white

M06 alabaster

M02 crystal-white

M14 platinium

M29 fog

M16 elephant

M21 anthracite

M24 fl int-grey

M22 onyx-black

M08 greige

M23 shell

M36 mastic

M80 laguna

M81 bahia

M82 atlantic

M83 navy

M42 mallow

M44 guava

M49 rose quartz

M37 manor

M38 capparis

M39 cardamom

M40 masala

M41 burgundy
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including natural stone cover plate

O64 quartzite – 
tropical storm sanded
with its expressive diagonal structures 
harmonises best with the white, grey 
and yellow tones of the interlübke 
colour system. tones of the interlübke 
colour system. Its hardness surpasses 
that of granite.

Either set striking accents or create a 
subtle shadow play colour with the front 
colour to create a discreet play of shadows.

Joint profi les

Width 240 cm | Height 87 cm | Depth 50 cm
Available in all matt lacquers (carcase | joint profiles) incl. natural stone cover panel tropical storm sanded, 
divided in the middle.

Colour joint profi le, if deviating:

Complete set sideboard
just cube bold 5.990 €


